ARCAM
rDAC f299
ambridgeshire
based
Arcam were amongstthe
first to introducea free
standingDAC with the
BlackBox in l987.They
havenow oroducedthis
s m a l (l l 6 0 x l l l x 4 0 m m ) b u t b e a u t i fullyfinishedcastaluminiumbox
calledthe rDAC as part of their
Solorange.Although
simplein looks,
with the front displaying
four LEDs
for sourceselection,controlledby
a button on the top, the internals
are well specifiedwith the digital
conversionbeingcarried out by a
Wolfson874llC.Toovercomejitter
problemsassociatedwith computer
generatedaudioArcam havelicensed
the AsynchronousUSBTechnology
from high end manufacturers

his voice.
Putting on the Shankar piece
proved that the lustre in the presentation was not necessarily a bad
thing.The sitar produces what are
probably amongst the more complex
sounds, with the fundamental of a
note being enhanced by a multitude
of harmonising strings, each with
their own harmonic structure.
Playedthrough this DAC the
seDaration of the different strands
of sound allowed an insight into the
fingering of a man with true mastery
over his instrument.The relationshio
between the sitar and the tabla was
displayed almost as a conversation
with the complex beat of the music,
especially the speedy teental beat,

dcs.
In addition to this,a
wireless version is available,the
rDAC KW which connects to
the rWave wireless USB dongle
or rWand iPad/iPod dongle,
which removes the need for
locating the computer near the
hi-fi.
Aoart from the USB and
wireless connections, both
coaxial and optical S/PDIF
sockets are provided, with
power beingsuppliedby
a compact wall-wart. The
analogue outputs are via a pair
of RCA phono sockets.
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Startingoff with the Domingo
piece.I found the soundto
be quite livelywith a definite
shapeto the recordedacoustic.
The openingoboe andviolins
were very distinct,as was
FOR
Domingo'svoice,which I felt
- vibrantsound
had
a slightnasalqualityin
- superbbuildandfinish
the uppermidband.This
slight
- asynchronous
USB
forwardnesshelpedto provide
- wirelessoption
some definitionas the lower
stringsand the harp joined
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beingboth energisingand easy
to follow.Assuch it was a highly
satisfyinglisten.
Rhythmagaincameto the fore
when playingthe Poppycocks
tracks.
I enjoyedthe energytransmittedin
the music,but felt that singerMiles's
voice lackeda little lower end shaoe
to be truly realistic.
The rDAC provedentertaining
and involvingto listento, without
ever descendinginto harshness,
and this was especiallyapparentvia
USBwhere it renderedcomputer
audio fileswith a panachethat was
unexpectedat the price.Overall,
its low cost and super
considering
build and connectivity,it turned in a
very good performance.

